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Subject: Berrimah Fire Station

From: Mr Gerry Wood to Hon Peter Styles
Department of Infrastructure

Question: 10-6
Minister the new Berrimah fire station was built as a design and construct. What was the total number of variations that were approved in that construction?

Answer: Answered On: 11/07/2013
QUESTION ON NOTICE 10.6

FROM: Minister for Infrastructure  
TO: Mr Gerry Wood, Estimates Committee

The new Berrimah Fire Station was built as design and construct. What was the total number of variations approved in that construction?

ANSWER

(Output Group – 2.0 Construction Division):

There have been 23 approved variations on the Berrimah Fire and Emergency Services Facility. Details of variations are commercial in confidence.

Project variations record any approved change to a project and can represent increased, decrease or no cost to a project. Given the scale and complexity of this project the number of variations is within normal expectations.